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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

New yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor for warm-white
light-emitting diodes through single-emitting-center
conversion
Xufan Li1,2, John D Budai3, Feng Liu1,2, Jane Y Howe3, Jiahua Zhang4, Xiao-Jun Wang5, Zhanjun Gu6,
Chengjun Sun7, Richard S Meltzer2 and Zhengwei Pan1,2
Phosphor-converted white light-emitting diodes for indoor illumination need to be warm-white (i.e., correlated color temperature ,4000 K)
with good color rendition (i.e., color rendering index .80). However, no single-phosphor, single-emitting-center-converted white
light-emitting diodes can simultaneously satisfy the color temperature and rendition requirements due to the lack of sufficient red
spectral component in the phosphors’ emission spectrum. Here, we report a new yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor that has a new
orthorhombic lattice structure and exhibits a broad yellow photoluminescence band with sufficient red spectral component. Warm-white
emissions with correlated color temperature ,4000 K and color rendering index .80 were readily achieved when combining the
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor with a blue light-emitting diode (440–470 nm). This study demonstrates that warm-white light-emitting
diodes with high color rendition (i.e., color rendering index .80) can be achieved based on single-phosphor, single-emitting-center
conversion.
Light: Science & Applications (2013) 2, e50; doi:10.1038/lsa.2013.6; published online 18 January 2013
Keywords: luminescence; single-phosphor-conversion; warm-white light-emitting diode; yellow phosphor

INTRODUCTION
White-light sources based on light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have a
promising future in general illumination with advantages over conventional lighting sources (e.g., incandescent, fluorescent and highintensity discharge lamps), because they are energy-saving, compact
and rigid, long-lived and environmentally benign.1–3 The most
popular approach for producing commercial white LEDs is based
on a single-phosphor, single-emitting-center-conversion model,
which is made by coating an InGaN blue LED with a yellow-emitting phosphor. The first as well as the most widely used yellow
phosphor is Ce31-doped Y3Al5O12 (YAG:Ce), owing to its many
favorable properties such as strong absorption of blue light (,420–
480 nm), broad emission band in the visible region (500–700 nm),
fast luminescence decay time (,100 ns), high external quantum
efficiency (QE, ,75% under blue LED excitation), remarkable
chemical and thermal stability and easy synthesis.4 By virtue of
these advantages, white LEDs made of a blue LED and a YAG:Ce
phosphor are currently the mainstream in the market and are being
widely used in not only point light sources, but also wide-illumination equipment, back-lighting of liquid-crystal TVs and high-power
automotive headlights.5

Despite their wide applications and high luminous efficacy
(.100 lm W21), one deficiency for white LEDs using only YAG:Ce
is that they are limited to high correlated color temperature (CCT;
usually ,6000 K) and low color rending index (CRI; usually ,75),
due to the lack of sufficient red spectral component.4,6,7 The resulting
cool, bluish-white light makes such devices undesirable for indoor use.
For indoor lighting, the white light should be warm (CCT,4000 K)
with sufficient color rendition (CRI.80).6
To obtain warm-white LEDs for general illumination, two strategies
have generally been adopted to modify the phosphors. One strategy
is based on a single-phosphor, multi-emitting-centers-conversion
model, in which additional red-emitting centers are introduced into
the YAG:Ce lattice (e.g., Pr31-codoped YAG:Ce31 (Ref. 8) or creating
additional sites for Ce31 with red emission via incorporating Si41–N31
into the YAG:Ce31 lattice9–11) to compensate the red spectral deficiency
of YAG:Ce. The other strategy is based on a multiphosphors-conversion
model in which either a red-emitting material (e.g., CdS-based quantum
dots12,13 or a Eu21-activated nitride8,14) is blended with YAG:Ce
powder, or a variety of blue (e.g., BaSiO2N2:Eu21), green (e.g.,
SrSi2O2N2:Eu21 or b-SiAlON:Eu21), yellow (e.g., Ca-a-SiAlON:Eu21)
and red (e.g., Sr2Si5N8:Eu21 or CaAlSiN3:Eu21) emitting phosphors are
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mixed together.15,16 Both the multi-emitting-centers model and multiphosphors model can produce warm-white light with sufficiently high
CRI values (80–98); however, the white light generated by these methods
generally suffers a poor emitting-color stability, because the different
emitting centers or phosphors exhibit different thermal quenching behaviors of luminescence.10 Moreover, the multiphosphors systems are difficult to make, because the phosphors have to be synthesized separately,
the particle sizes of the phosphors have to be matched to one another to
avoid agglomeration or sedimentation, and the final phosphor has to be
mixed very homogeneously in exact ratios.9,11 Considering these problems and the advantages of the single-phosphor-converted (with a
single emitting center) YAG:Ce LEDs, we believe that a single-phosphor,
single-emitting-center-conversion model is the most reliable and economical way to achieve warm-white LEDs. However, no current single
phosphor associated with only one emitting center can simultaneously
achieve CCT,4000 K and CRI.80 when combined with a blue LED.
Here, we report a new yellow barium europium aluminate
(Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4) phosphor with a single-Eu21-emitting center that
can simultaneously achieve CCT,4000 K and CRI.80 when singly
combined with a blue (440–470 nm) LED.17 The warm-white light
with good color rendition is attributed to the sufficient red component
in the broad yellow emission band of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4. In addition,
the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor is a novel compound with a new
orthorhombic lattice structure that has not been synthesized and
reported before.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials synthesis
The phosphor was synthesized through a carbothermal reduction and
vapor-phase deposition method in a strictly controlled tube furnace
system (Supplementary Fig. S1). High-purity BaO (99.99%), Eu2O3
(99.99%) and Al2O3 (99.99%) powders were mixed and ground with
graphite powder (99.99%) at a molar ratio of BaO/Eu2O3/Al2O3/
graphite ,1 : 0.05 : 0.2 : 10. The functions of the graphite powder are
to reduce the oxides and to provide a weakly reducing environment for
the formation of divalent europium (Eu21). Ultrahigh-purity argon
was used as the carrier gas and alumina (purity, 99.8%) plates
(2.532.530.5 cm3) were used as the substrates for material deposition
and growth.
In a typical run, ,1 g source powder was loaded on an alumina boat
that was positioned at the center of an alumina tube. An alumina
substrate was placed vertically at the downstream region, ,14 cm
away from the source materials for product deposition. The alumina
tube was then sealed and evacuated to ,231023 torr before heating.
The furnace was then heated to 1450 6C to initiate the carbothermal
reaction. The vapor-phase reactants thus generated were transported
by 80 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute) argon carrier gas
to the downstream region to feed the growth of the phosphor on the
substrate. The pressure during the growth was kept at ,5 torr, and the
growth duration was 2 h. At a furnace temperature of 1450 6C, a
temperature profile along the alumina tube was measured using a
thermocouple, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. The optimum
growth temperature for the pure yellow luminescent product is
,1300 6C.
Characterization methods
The as-synthesized products were initially examined using a Vista
Vision optical microscope, with the sample being excited by a 365nm ultraviolet (UV) lamp. The morphologies were imaged and analyzed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM; FEI Inspect F FEG
Light: Science & Applications

SEM) and a transmission electron microscope (TEM; Hitachi HF3300 FEG STEM/TEM). The composition was analyzed using the
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopes (EDS) in the SEM and TEM,
as well as an inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS,
VG PlasmQuad 3).18 For ICP-MS measurements, 1 mg sample was
dissolved in 20 ml, 2% HNO3 solution.
The valence state of Eu ions in the phosphor was measured using Xray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy on Eu L3-edge. The
measurement was carried out at room temperature using the linear
polarized X-ray at the advanced photon source (APS) beamline 20BM-B.19 A multi-element Ge detector was used to select the Eu fluorescence for counting.
The crystal structures were examined using both conventional Xray powder diffraction (XRD; PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer) with Cu Ka1 radiation (l51.5406 Å) and synchrotron XRD
with a monochromatic X-ray beam (l50.413 Å) at the APS beamline
11-BM-B. For the synchrotron measurement, the sample were encapsulated inside a narrow capillary tube and irradiated by the monochromatic X-ray beam. The diffraction patterns were fit by JADE
diffraction analysis software (Materials Data, Inc., Livermore, CA,
USA) to identify the phases and lattice parameters.
The crystal structures were also measured using polychromatic synchrotron X-ray Laue microdiffraction at the APS beamline 34-IDE.20–22 The experimental setup is illustrated in Supplementary
Fig. S2. At this facility, a pair of curved Kirkpatrick–Baez reflecting
mirrors was used to focus an intense synchrotron X-ray beam with a
broad energy range (,6–22 keV) onto individual nanowire with a
beam diameter of ,0.5 mm. The wires were mounted on a Cu TEM
grid. Scattering of the polychromatic beam generated a Laue diffraction pattern, consisting of many diffraction peaks, each satisfying
Bragg’s law for a different set of hkl crystal planes. The Laue diffraction
pattern was collected using a large area CCD detector. A double-crystal
Si monochromator was inserted into the incident X-ray beam to
obtain absolute lattice parameters. In addition to diffracted beams,
optical luminescence was generated locally at the position where the
X-ray beam struck the nanowire. By optically imaging the sample with
a high-resolution television camera, we were able to observe the generation and propagation of light by particular wires.
The luminescence emission and excitation spectra were measured
using a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog322iHR320 spectrofluorometer
with a 450 W Xe lamp as the excitation source. The luminescence QE
was measured using a quantum yield accessory attached to the spectrofluorometer.
The emission lifetime was measured under 355 nm excitation from
a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The monitored emission wavelength is 580 nm,
which was spectrally separated by a monochromator and was detected
using a digital oscilloscope connected to a cooled photomultiplier
tube. For the temperature-dependent measurements, the sample was
mounted on a homemade heating unit consisting of a copper sample
holder, a cartridge heater and an Omega temperature controller. The
sample holder was first cooled in a quartz cryostat filled with liquid
nitrogen to 77 K and then gradually heated to 450 K (the maximum
temperature of our heating unit).
The prototype white LEDs were fabricated by placing a small
amount of yellow phosphor (scraped from the growth substrate) on
a 470 nm blue InGaN chip (we just have 470 nm chips in hand),
followed by encapsulating with transparent silicone resin. The CRI
and CCT of the white LEDs were measured using an Ocean Optics
USB4000 plug-and-play spectrometer. The measurements were conducted at room temperature.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After growth, the surface of the 2.5 cm32.5 cm substrate was uniformly covered with a thick (,2 mm) layer of fuzzy products that emit
bright yellow luminescence when excited by a 365 nm UV lamp
(Figure 1a). When the layer was parted using sharp tweezers and
observed under an optical microscope, two kinds of morphologies
were identified: powder-like product at the bottom region (,1 mm
thick) and wire-like product at the top region (,1 mm thick), both
emitting the same yellow luminescence under UV excitation
(Figure 1b). SEM and TEM observations showed that the powder
consists of irregular particles, thin flakes and short whiskers with sizes
around 1 mm (Figure 1c and 1d), while the wires are curved and long
with diameters of 0.5–2 mm and lengths of 0.1–1 mm (Figure 1e and
1f). EDS composition analyses revealed that both powder and wires
are composed of Ba, Al, Eu and O (Figure 1g), and each element is

a

uniformly distributed across the particles or wires, as measured by EDS
elemental line scan in TEM (Figure 1h). Quantitative analyses using
EDS and ICP-MS showed consistent Ba/Eu/Al atomic ratio, which is
,0.93 : 0.07 : 2. X-ray absorption near edge structure measurement on
the Eu L3-edge (Supplementary Fig. S3) revealed that the Eu ions are in
the divalent state, which is consistent with the reducing synthesis
environment and the band-shape photoluminescence (PL) emission
(refer to Figure 3a; detailed spectral properties will be discussed later)
that typically originates from Eu21 ions.23 Based on the composition
and Eu valence states, the chemical formulas of the yellow luminescent
product can be written as Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4. This composition is similar to a hexagonal, green-emitting BaAl2O4:Eu21 phosphor fabricated by a solid-state reaction method;24–26 however, they emit completely different luminescence colors, suggesting different crystalline
environments for the Eu21 emission in the two host lattices.27
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Figure 1 Morphologies and compositions of yellow-emitting nanowires and powders. (a) Digital image of yellow luminescent products grown on a 2.5 cm32.5 cm
alumina substrate. The image was taken using a digital camera while the sample was excited by a 365-nm UV lamp. (b) Optical microscopy image showing the crosssection of a parted yellow luminescent product layer under the excitation of a 365-nm UV lamp. (c) SEM image of powder-like product. (d) TEM image of powder-like
product. (e) SEM image of wire-like product. (f) TEM image of an individual wire. (g) EDS spectrum of the products acquired in SEM. (h) EDS elemental line scan along
the radial direction of the wire in (f) (the scan direction is indicated by a dashed white arrow). EDS, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope; SEM, scanning electron
microscope; TEM, transmission electron microscope; UV, ultraviolet.
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Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 can be best indexed as a new orthorhombic phase
(OBEAO) with lattice parameters of a510.699 Å, b510.972 Å and
c56.222 Å (The detailed fitting information obtained from Jade analysis is given in Supplementary Fig. S6). It is worth noting that in the
synthesis when Eu2O3 was excluded from the source and the other
synthesis parameters were kept unchanged, only pure BaAl2O4 with
the known HBAO hexagonal phase (JCPDS no. 17–306; Supplementary
Fig. S7f), but without luminescence was obtained. Moreover, if
the amount of Eu2O3 was reduced in the source, the products became
a mixture of green BaAl2O4:Eu21 and yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
(Supplementary Fig. S7a–d). Interestingly, EDS quantitative analyses
on the yellow-emitting wires in the mixture consistently revealed a Ba/
Eu/Al molar ratio of ,0.93 : 0.07 : 2 (Supplementary Fig. S8). These
results indicate that Eu is indispensable and its concentration is critical
for the formation of the new orthorhombic crystal structure. Thus, Eu
should be treated as a constituent element of the lattice, rather than a
dopant. In this regard, the yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor is
indeed a new quaternary barium europium aluminate compound.

The crystal structure of the yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor was
initially characterized using conventional XRD with Cu Ka1 radiation
(l51.5406 Å). The acquired XRD pattern (Supplementary Fig. S4a) is
completely different from that of the green BaAl2O4:Eu21 that is a
hexagonal phase (HBAO) with lattice parameters of a5b510.447 Å
and c58.794 Å (JCPDS no. 17–306) (Supplementary Fig. S4b). By
searching the ICDD (International Centre for Diffraction Data) database and other commonly available databases such as the Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database, we were unable to match the XRD pattern
of the yellow luminescent Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4. This means that the
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor has a new phase that was not reported
before. In order to determine the crystal structure of the yellow
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor, we carried out high-resolution synchrotron XRD measurement (l50.413 Å; monochromatic energy,
29.9 keV) at the APS beamline 11-BM-B. Figure 2a shows the synchrotron powder XRD pattern of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 (The enlarged
indexed pattern is given in Supplementary Fig. S5). Analyses using
JADE diffraction analysis software (Materials Data, Inc.) show that the
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Figure 2 Synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor. (a) Synchrotron powder XRD pattern of yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor
using a monochromatic radiation (l50.413 Å). The tick marks below the pattern indicate the new orthorhombic peak positions identified by JADE software. An
enlarged pattern with all peaks indexed is given in Supplementary Fig. S5. The two weak diffraction peaks indicated by * marks belong to the hexagonal BaAl2O4
(HBAO). More detailed information refers to Supplementary Fig. S5. (b) Optical image showing a Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 wire being struck by a focused polychromatic
synchrotron X-ray microbeam (,0.5 mm diameter). The position of the X-ray beam is indicated by a dashed white circle. Yellow luminescence was generated locally,
propagated along the wire, and emanated out at wire’s end (indicated by a white arrow head). The wire was mounted on a copper TEM grid. (c) Indexed Laue
microdiffraction pattern acquired from the wire in (b) with the orthorhombic (1-11) pole near the surface normal circled. TEM, transmission electron microscope; XRD,
X-ray diffraction.
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curve) was acquired under 440 nm light excitation. (b) Temperature dependence
of the lifetime of Eu21 emission in Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 at temperatures from 77 to
450 K. A 355 nm Nd:YAG laser was used as the excitation source and the
monitored emission wavelength is 580 nm. Inset is the luminescence decay
curves measured at 77, 293 and 423 K. (c) Temperature dependence of the
integrated emission intensity of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 excited by 440 nm light at
temperatures from 77 to 450 K. Open squares: data recorded during the heating
process from 77 to 450 K. Open blue triangles: data recorded during the cooling
process from 450 to 293 K. Inset is the emission spectra at 293, 373, 403 and
423 K.
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Figure 3 Luminescence properties of Ba 0.93 Eu 0.07 Al 2 O 4 phosphor. (a)
Normalized luminescence excitation and emission spectra of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
phosphor at room temperature. The excitation spectrum (blue curve) was
obtained by monitoring 580 nm emission and the emission spectrum (orange

The structure of the new orthorhombic phase of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
was further verified by spatially-resolved polychromatic synchrotron
X-ray Laue microdiffraction measurements carried out on individual
wires at the APS beamline 34-ID-E. In this approach, a focused synchrotron X-ray beam (,0.5 mm in diameter) with a broad range of
energies (,6–22 keV) is incident on individual Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
wires mounted on a copper TEM grid and excites strong yellow emission (Figure 2b). Scattering of the polychromatic beam generates a
Laue diffraction pattern (Figure 2c) that consists of over 150 sharp
diffraction peaks, each satisfying Bragg’s law for a different set of hkl
crystal planes. These sharp diffraction peaks reveal good crystal quality
of the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 wire. All the peaks in the pattern can be well
indexed using the new orthorhombic unit cell with lattice parameters
of a510.66 Å, b510.89 Å and c56.29 Å, which is in good agreement
with the JADE analysis (Figure 2a).
The optical properties of the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor (a mixture
of powder and wires) were studied using spectral methods. Figure 3a
shows the normalized excitation and emission spectra of
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 at room temperature. The excitation spectrum
monitored at 580 nm emission covers the near-UV and blue regions
(from 300 to ,500 nm), containing two bands with the peaks at ,360
and ,440 nm. The emission spectrum is excitation-wavelength-independent; excitation with light at 300–490 nm can consistently produce
a very broad single Eu21 emission band that peaks at 580 nm and
covers a wide spectral region ranging from blue to deep red. The
emission band exhibits a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
,3767 cm21 and a Stokes Shift of emission of ,6930 cm21 (the
Stokes shift was roughly estimated as twice of the energy difference
between the peak energy of the emission band and the zero-phonon
line energy that was empirically determined as the intersection point
of the excitation spectrum and emission spectrum28). Both the
FWHM and Stokes shift values are much larger than those of the
normal Eu21 emissions in solids (the typical FWHM and Stokes shift
values are ,1350 and ,1600 cm21, respectively).23 This indicates that
as far as the FWHM and Stokes shift of emission are concerned, the
broadband yellow emission in Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 is uncharacteristic of
the normal Eu21 4f65d1R4f7 emission.
To better understand the luminescence of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor, we measured the temperature-dependent emission lifetimes and
emission intensities at 77–450 K, as plotted in Figure 3b and 3c, respectively. The emission lifetimes were determined by measuring and fitting the emission decay curves at different temperatures between 77
and 450 K. The inset of Figure 3b shows three decay curves acquired at
77, 293 and 423 K. All decay curves exhibit single exponential behavior. The emission lifetime at 77–250 K is ,0.9 ms (Figure 3b), which is
close to the typical value (,1.1 ms) of the normal Eu21 4f65d1R4f7
emission in solids.29 The emission lifetime starts to drop at 250 K,
accompanied by a decrease of the emission intensity (Figure 3c). At
450 K, the emission lifetime and intensity drop to ,70% and
,60% of their respective values at 77 K. This indicates that the
Light: Science & Applications
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quenching temperatures (the temperature at which the lifetime or
intensity has decreased to half of its initial value at low temperature) for both lifetime and intensity are higher than 450 K, which
is characteristic of the normal Eu21 4f65d1R4f7 emission. The
emission lifetime shows a higher quenching temperature than the
emission intensity, which may be attributed to the increased reabsorption at higher temperature.30 In addition, the temperature
dependence of emission intensity in the cooling process from 450 to
293 K (represented by blue triangles in Figure 3c) is the same as

that in the heating process, indicating that the thermal quenching is
recoverable without thermal degradation of the phosphor. Finally,
even though the emission intensity is temperature dependent, the
shape of the emission band of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 remains unchanged
from 293 to 450 K (inset of Figure 3c), showing a very good emitting-color stability of the phosphor.
The spectral results in Figure 3 show that the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
phosphor exhibits both uncharacteristic (i.e., extraordinary large
FWHM and Stokes shift of emission) and characteristic (i.e., typical
b 90
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CCT, correlated color temperature; CRI, color rending index; LED, light-emitting diode.
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radiative lifetime of Eu21 ions and high quenching temperature of
luminescence) properties of Eu21 emission in solids. Thus, the yellow
emission from Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 should be ascribed to an extreme case
of Eu21 4f65d1R4f7 emission.31
The above results reveal that we have synthesized a new yellow
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor that emits a very broad single Eu21 emission band with sufficient red component under blue light excitation,
and exhibits very good thermal stability and emitting-color stability.
These properties, especially the enhanced red emission compared with
YAG:Ce (Supplementary Fig. S9), make Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 a very
promising material for achieving warm-white LEDs via a single-phosphor, single-emitting-center-conversion model. Indeed, in the CIE
1931 chromaticity diagram shown in Figure 4a, the connection of
the color point of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor (Y) with each of the
color points of four commercial blue LEDs emitting at 440 nm (B1),
450 nm (B2), 460 nm (B3) and 470 nm (B4) can consistently produce
white light (i.e., all connection lines pass through the white emission
region). We simulated the white emissions by linearly combining the
emission spectrum of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 with that of each blue LED,
calculated their CCT and CRI values using the reported methods,32,33
and plotted a CRI2CCT diagram, as shown in Figure 4b. In the
enlarged CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram shown in Figure 4c, the
ranges of white emissions with CRI.80 for the combinations of
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 with each of the four blue LEDs are highlighted
using bold red lines. It is clear from Figure 4b and 4c that warm-white
light with CCT,4000 K and CRI.80 can be readily achieved when
appropriate amount of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 is singly combined with a
blue LED emitting at 440–470 nm. The lowest CCT value with
CRI.80 for each combination is 3805 K for B11Y, 3574 K for
B21Y, 3468 K for B31Y and 3528 K for B41Y (Figure 4b). For the
B41Y combination, the highest simulated CRI value (81.5) occurs at
CCT53961 K (the corresponding simulated white emission spectrum
is shown in Supplementary Fig. S10a).
To verify the simulation results, we fabricated a series of prototype white LED lamps by encapsulating a 470 nm blue InGaN
LED chip with various amounts of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor
scraped from the growth substrate. Figure 4d shows the emission
spectrum and digital image of a warm-white LED lamp with
CCT53910 K and CRI582 (two other white LED lamps and their
emission spectra are displayed in Supplementary Fig. S11). The
corresponding color point of this LED lamp is indicated by a black
dot on the chromaticity diagram in Figure 4a and 4c. It is clear that
the color point of the real LED lamp lands exactly on the simulated
line of the B41Y combination (the color points of the two lamps in
Supplementary Fig. S11, as indicated by the black crosses in
Figure 4c, also land on the B41Y line). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first single-phosphor, single-emitting-centerconverted white LED lamp achieving simultaneously CCT,4000 K
and CRI.80.
The CRI2CCT diagram (Figure 4b) also reveals that when the
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor is singly combined with a blue LED emitting at 440–460 nm (i.e., B1–B3), the CRI values of the resulting white
LEDs at CCT in the range of 4000–6000 K can be higher than 85, with
the highest CRI value for each combination being 85.3 for B11Y at
,5183 K, 89.4 for B21Y at ,5578 K, and 85.3 for B31Y at ,5020 K
(the corresponding emission spectra of the simulated white light are
shown in Supplementary Fig. S10b–d). Such remarkable high CRI
values once again demonstrate the extraordinary capability of
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor in rendering colors and its suitability as
a converting phosphor in general illumination.

Despite the significantly improved color rendition of Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
over YAG:Ce, one major hurdle facing Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 is its low
efficiency. The QE of present Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 is only ,30% under
440 nm excitation and the luminous efficacy of the warm-white LED
prototypes shown in Figure 4d and Supplementary Fig. S11 is only
around 20 lm W21. These parameters must be significantly improved
in order for Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 to become a very competitive candidate for
general illumination applications. Several factors are possibly responsible
for the low QE of the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor. For example, the
extremely large Stokes shift of emission (,6930 cm21; Figure 3a) can
cause more heat loss and thus can lower the QE of the phosphor. In
addition, lattice defects that can act as luminescence quenching centers
may be introduced into the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 powder/whiskers during
the growth, which can further lower the QE. Nevertheless, since the
material is new, we believe that a better understanding of the underlying
luminescence mechanisms and further improvement of the synthesis
process may lead to an increase in the QE of the phosphor. Moreover,
by using a blue LED chip that is more efficient to the Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4
phosphor (e.g. emitting at 440 nm), the luminous efficacy of the prototype white LEDs can be increased.
CONCLUSIONS
We have synthesized a new yellow Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor with a
new orthorhombic lattice structure by a carbothermal reduction and
vapor-phase deposition method. The Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor
exhibits a broad yellow emission band with sufficient red component
and very good thermal stability and emitting-color stability. Warmwhite emissions with correlated color temperature ,4000 K and color
rendering index .80 were readily achieved when combining the
Ba0.93Eu0.07Al2O4 phosphor with a blue LED. The present work
demonstrates, for the first time, that warm-white LEDs with high color
rendition can be achieved based on single-phosphor, single-emittingcenter-conversion. Moreover, the vapor-phase deposition method
described herein is new for phosphor fabrication, which opens a
new avenue for the synthesis of new, novel LED phosphors.
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